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Impact Of Ge14 On The Property Market In Malaysia
Malaysia’s 14th general election (GE14) was deemed a
revolution where democracy defeated 61-years of grip on
power by the ruling coalition. The win by the opposition party,
Pakatan Harapan (PH), signalled a major shift in the political
and economic essence of Malaysia. While that gave hope to
the country, it also launched it into a state of uncertainty as to
how the new government plans to run the future of the
country, and hence the future of the housing market.
However, a few things are clear. PH won the mandate of the
people with a manifesto that is about restoring the political
and economic integrity of the country. A manifesto that is
about bettering the lives of ordinary Malaysians yet improving
the financial standing of the country. Within just a week of
winning, we have seen swift actions such as the removal of the
Goods and Services Tax (GST) and the East Coast Rail Line
(ECRL) between Port Klang and Kuantan. Other projects that
could possibly be scrapped include the RM40 billion MRT3,
the Malacca Gateway and Bandar Malaysia.
The potential loss of these infrastructural projects will put
Malaysia’s future on a very different trajectory. On one hand,
there is no doubt that such is required to contain the damage
done by the previous administration and ensure Malaysia’s
financial viability. On the other hand, it lays a new landscape
that no one has considered. What would the impact be?
In November 2017, Bank Negara announced that the
property glut in Malaysia has reached its highest level
recorded in the past decade whether it be residential,
commercial or hybrid developments. The woes of vacancy
have permeated across all classes of investment properties
regardless of whether they are basic or luxury. Airbnb is now
the default solution for rental yield while commercial units
wait out for the economic recovery.

In considering the impact, which, we would look at the short,
mid and long term perspectives that will lend some clues for
your consideration as you look to invest in Malaysia.
Short Term (1-3 years)
In the short term, Malaysia is all about taking stock and
survival. Uncertainty is the word as the new government
tackles the issues of the previous administration and restoring
the integrity of the country. While housing that caters to local
affordability will likely be well supported by new policies,
luxury and foreigner-driven assets will likely be frowned upon
and left to fend for themselves.
Greater affordability means lesser demand for the rental stock
and hence more Airbnb, which might result in the hospitality
industry crying foul at some point. Without rental, mass
mortgage default might follow leading to further
complications as the banks get involved.
Depending on your risk appetite, that might mean a big red
flag or an indication of a market ripe for the bottom picking.
Some of the projects might not materialise since the new
government is likely to go after developers with land that has
been inappropriately acquired under the previous
government. It is likely to be a difficult short-term period for
the Malaysia market as it re-orientates itself through a period
of pain before prosperity.
Mid Term (3-5 years)
In the mid-term period, Malaysia is expected to stabilise as
clarity forms around the various infrastructural projects,
economic directions and financial health. Barring another
major governmental shift, we are of the opinion that
Malaysia’s prominence in ASEAN will start to rise as global

C E O ’s NOT E
June is a very exciting month for this
part of the world. While Malaysia
continues to announce shock-inducing
but sensible changes to their various
national projects and policies,
President Trump and Chairman Kim
had their meetings in Singapore that
left many wondering what this
peacemaking will mean to the world.
But despite all the changes, fears, and
uncertainties that the media is happily
generating for everyone, I think the
world in general, seems to be in a
better place than when the year
started if you ask me. Something in the
air does hint that we have might have
moved from an age of "irrational
exuberance" as Alan Greenspan once
described the stock market in the late
1990s to one which the general
populace are critically evaluating
values of assets and affairs.
At RunningStream, we too have been
busy reinventing ourselves as we
pursue the path of sensible and
sustainable investments. Starting with
our website, we have made significant
changes to reflect who we are and
what we do. In addition, we are
introducing new processes and
systems within the organization to
drive scalability as we seek to expand
our business so as to serve more and
better.
Markets wise, Brisbane is really heating
up as we see price growth occurring
and the infrastructure projects kicking
into full steam. If you are still waiting to
invest there, it might be a tad late
already. Things are also really shaping
up in Birmingham as we see more and
more London developers moving up
north and project take-up rates
accelerating. It is certainly a case of
"move over London, Birmingham is
next".
June also marks the end of our
financial year, meaning it will be a time
of reviews and setting of new
directions for the company. But while
m a n y t h i n g s a re c h a n g i n g i n
RunningStream, the mandate remains
the same for everyone of us. That is
how we can continue to bring value to
your financial aspirations through
sensible assets.
We wish all of you a great month of
June and I hope you will find this issue
to be entertaining and educational at
the same time.

Yours truly,
Dan Toh (Founder/CEO)
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confidence in the market recovers.
Relationships with other countries
especially Singapore, China and Japan
would have more clarity and therefore,
attract greater foreign participation in its
market in businesses or investments.
The question is, however, can the midterm provide a balanced property market
in terms of demand and supply with
population growth, job growth, wage
growth and hence substantiated property
price growth?
Our answer is probably not. The current
oversupply situation is much more severe
than the country has ever seen before and
for the economy as a whole to go from its
current state to prosperity within the next 5
years might be too much to ask.
While local housing would have stabilised
by now, foreign demand and high-end
properties will still likely be in the
doldrums. Investors would want to see a
rental recovery before anticipating price
growth. While some might expect the
government to loosen the restrictions
when it comes to foreigner purchases so
as to stimulate the economy, we think that
such a move will likely have detrimental
effects so it might be wise to wait until
more strength is seen in the market.
For the avid and strong-hearted investors,
however, this is probably a good time to
consider and pick prime assets in
anticipation of growth.
Long Term (5-10 years)
We are confident that if the new
government does not deviate from its
current directions or be detracted by other
political manoeuvres, the long-term future
of Malaysia will be bright as it takes a
position that it should have in ASEAN.
Malaysia, with its ample resources as well

a s a h a rd w o r k i n g a n d e d u c a t e d
population, is primed for growth much
beyond what it is today. Once the market
is able to achieve certain levels of
equilibrium, we are likely to see years of
prosperity ahead.
While some might still doubt whether
stability can be achieved in a nation rife
with racial and religious differences, we
believe that if the present government can
truly achieve national unity, many good
days await the country.
Conclusion
While the above are really nothing but
speculation, it sincerely reflects the mix of
reality and well wishes on our end for
Malaysia and its property market. We do
think that Malaysia deserves to be much
more than where it is today. With that, we
want to qualify that, with some efficiency,
do not be surprised to find our 10-year
forecast be shortened significantly if the
new government proves to be what it says
it is.
~ Ong Su Wen & Dan Toh

HOTSPOT CITY

Move Aside London,
Birmingham Is Next
Regeneration in Birmingham is not a new
story. In fact, the City Council first mooted
the desperate need for city centre
regeneration over 35 years ago.
Birmingham has a well-deserved
reputation for being a sprawling concrete
mass of low-quality housing, ugly
buildings and over-ground ring roads. It
was not always that way. As with many
major cities in the UK, Birmingham
required extensive rebuilding following
WW2. The approach of the day was to
erect relatively inexpensive concrete
structures, often at the expense of
attractive Victorian properties in need of

renovation. An example is Birmingham
New Street Station, which once boasted
the largest single span arched rooftop in
the world.
Following a 1960's redevelopment, it was
considered an embarrassing eyesore. By
the 1980’s, the City Council recognised
that "livability" in the city had to be
improved, but the road ahead was a long
and expensive one.

HOTSPOT CITY

It was the launch of the Big City plan in 2010 that revealed the
future face of Birmingham and the goal of transforming it into
a world-class city within 20 years.
Fast forward to today, and the change is dramatic.
Birmingham has seen numerous major infrastructure
investments commenced, notably the £600 million
redevelopments of New Street Station and Grand Central
(opened in 2015), £500 million for the Smithfield Market, and
£500 million for Paradise Circus and Arena Central.
City centre areas such as Digbeth, identified as the ‘creative
quarter’ of Birmingham, have seen considerable gentrification
with new and improved housing, retail and F&B availability.
Construction of the HS2 train rail line is underway, which will
reduce the travelling time between London and Birmingham
to just 49 minutes from 2026. Shorter travel time to the capital
is an additional factor enticing London based firms to shift
functions to Birmingham. HSBC is on track to relocate over
1,000 jobs from London to Birmingham with the opening of
their new UK headquarters, whilst Deutsche Bank has
expanded in Birmingham, with over 2,000 employees now
located in the city. HRMC too is adding another 3.600 jobs in
the near future.
The local economy is growing faster than the UK national
average, with employment in the city rising by a massive
110,000 in the 12 months to July 2017 - the largest regional
rise anywhere in Britain.
The ongoing success of the Big City Project in creating a more
attractive, connected, and functional city, is having a material
impact on the economy. With increasing regional migration
of skilled workers, and as more of Birmingham's huge student
population is retained in the local workforce, the demand for

high-quality
city centre
housing will
continue to
rise.
In 2017,
Birmingham
w
a
s
comfortably
outstripping
London in
terms of
house price
growth,
making it
one of the
b e s t
performing cities in England. Whilst growth has been rapid in
recent years, Birmingham still has some catching up to do.
The average home price in Birmingham today is 40 percent
that of London, and conservative forecasts estimate that
Birmingham is set to continue on its growth path with 4.5% 5% annual price growth for the next 5 years.
Conclusion
Ten years ago few would have believed that the city would
transform so dramatically.
With further transformational
projects underway and exciting plans in the pipeline, the
future looks bright for the Birmingham housing market.
~Damien Teo

ONE FROM THE TEAM
Tell us a little about yourself.

potential investors. I'm happy to report that the
business is still going on strong!

Su Wen Ong

I am someone who is always on the look out for
something new as I love learning new things
and skills and gaining new experiences. I also
have an inclination for creativity, may it be with
my thinking or through other outlets such as
baking and crafting. Interestingly enough, I also
enjoy being analytical and majored in
Accounting and Finance at the University of
Melbourne.

PORTFOLIO ANALYST
KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

What was your position/role in your last job?

Describe your role in RS and what do you
enjoy the most so far?

In my last job, I was a financial reporting
accountant in a multinational company, where I
oversaw the closing of books of our
counterparts in Thailand and Vietnam. The
primary role of my position is to ensure and
maintain the integrity of the reported financial
statements.

My role at RS is primarily about understanding
our clients' current needs and future goals from
a real estate portfolio and subsequently
providing holistic advice and recommendations
from both a macro and micro perspective. I
really enjoy the balance required in this role to
be both analytical as well as client-facing .

What is your proudest achievements to date?

What is something that you would like to tell
everyone?

Favorite quote
“If you are humble
nothing will touch you,
neither praise nor
disgrace, because you
know what you are.”
Mother Teresa

One of my proudest achievements would be
when a business proposal I was part of went
live. I was one of the main accountants for the
project and was in charge of preparing the
financial forecasts that was to be presented to

What got you to leave your last job to join RS?
After being in the accounting line for over 3
years, I wanted to explore a more client facing
role. I had minimal knowledge of real estate
and was interested in taking up the challenge to
learn more about the industry.

I think it is important to not disqualify yourself
from anything or anyone. You never know what
lies behind the door if you do not even try to
open it.

CLIENT STORY

What do you do?
I am the Managing Director of Buffalo Tours, a
destination management company that delivers
travel experiences in 11 markets across Asia.
Buffalo Tours is partly owned by the Flight Centre
Travel Group.
How do you find the service that RS offers?
It is a comprehensive property investment
advisory service, taking a lot of the time
consuming research and financial modelling
work out of your hands. I find the regular market
updates helpful and the team seems to be
plugged into market trends across the world.
Their team of consultants are experienced from
both the property and private banking sectors
and I am happy with the advice I have received
so far.
How was your experience with RS?
So far it has been great, they are responsive and
are prompt in answering my many questions.
They helped me to purchase a property in
Melbourne and it was a seamless exercise
between my mortgage broker and RS. It really
took the hassle out of buying a property and
they also helped to source a property
management company which I am very happy
with. I really enjoy working with the team, they
are energetic, intelligent and honest. They have
no problems in saying “no” to my many crazy
property investment ideas.

How did RS help you align your financial
aspirations?
I was looking to balance my investment portfolio
which is heavily weighted towards equities. RS
just helped me to map out what a portfolio
might look like in 10 years, the returns and what
sort of cash investment vs debt financing I would
need to achieve this goal. My needs were not
complex and RS did not over complicate their
strategy either. For me personally, their value
comes from their recommendations on where
best to invest and their market intelligence.

Suyin lee
MANAGING DIRECTOR
BUFFALO TOURS

What would you say to anyone considering
making a purchase/service and would you
recommend RS? If so, why?
I would say choose your financial advisors
carefully.
You cannot completely outsource
investment decisions, the ownership for making
the right decisions still rests with you. You should
select an advisor that listens carefully to you,
does not push products or properties at you
because of financial incentives and who will
build a long term relationship with you. I believe
RS meets this criteria for me. I connect well with
Audrey and Billy at RS and the founder Dan Toh
is also actively engaged with their clients so I am
comfortable he is across what his team is doing.
I never feel pressured and I am quite
comfortable in being very direct and honest with
them.
They are professional, I would
recommend them.

PARTNERS CORNER

What are the common issues that your clients
face in terms of property management for a real
estate?
Having onsite management elevates a lot of
concern from the landlords. This is because we
live onsite and can manage many issues before
they become problems. Our team ensure that
the gardens, amenities and tenants are all
looked after in a timely manner.
What are your experiences with overseas
landlords?
Many of our overseas landlords are repeat Azure
customers and have been buying and renting
properties since conception.
They love the fact that we manage the whole
development from start to finish and that we do
not just look after one property in the complex.
By managing the whole process and living onsite
we can ensure that our properties are always
presented perfectly and that we have open
communication with our tenants living onsite.

How have your clients benefited from your
services?
Azure Living is extremely proud of the properties
that have been developed by Azure. Our aim is
to keep this developments looking pristine and a
showcase for future developments.
Azure has a horticultural and building team that
look after all of the gardens and maintenance,
this allows us to attend to any little issues
extremely quickly and at an affordable price for
our landlords.
Our onsite managers and property management
team also keep abreast and communicate with
tenants approximate 10 weeks before a lease is
due to end. This allows us at the Grove Edition to
have a 0% vacancy rate which we are extremely
proud of.

~Fem & Syd Douglas

Fem & syd Douglas
RESIDENT MANAGERS
AZURE LIVING

DEVELOPER FOCUS

Inspired Living
Azara Projects is a young and dynamic
development company who specializes in
luxury residential projects in the inner suburbs
of Sydney and Brisbane, and have a strong
reputation for creating outstanding housing
designs.
The company truly believes that the luxury
designed homes make the people who live in
them happier, and they promise a seamless
experience and commitment to each project.
Azara’s competitive advantage comes from
their integrated approach which allows full
control across the entire lifecycle of a project,
from planning and design through to
construction and sales.
We are glad to bring you the director of Azara,
Amy Tang to share with us about the company.
Tell us about your company.
The company started from small projects in
regional areas of New South Wales
transitioning into luxury renovations in Sydney
and now specializes in boutique, high-end
townhouses in the inner suburbs of Sydney
and Brisbane.
Azara projects have extensive industry
experience and the company’s core strength

lies in its quality efficiency, development
systems, and ability to acquire inner-city sites
and re-develop them into outstanding
residential communities.
The team at Azara is committed to working
with only the best people in the industry and
employs strong financial and investment
principals into their work systems.

AMY TANG

What is your company’s specialisation?

DIRECTOR
AZARA PROJECTS

Azara Projects specialises in up-market housing
designs with a focus on luxury, functionality
and sustainability. They aim to create projects
which have unique features not currently found
in their target area and focus on providing the
home owner with value for money.
What are your upcoming projects?
We currently have projects worth over $23M in
Ascot, Bulimba and Morningside, which are
some of Brisbane’s most prestigious suburbs.
We have teamed up with Hutchinson Builders,
one of the largest and most respected builders
in Australia for these upcoming projects and
we are looking forward to bring these projects
to the people.

DEVELOPER’S PROJECTS

ascot silver
ASCOT, BRISBANE

14 luxurious and elegant townhouses with a
focus on architecture and interior design.

diamond on deviney
MORNINGSIDE, BRISBANE

12 residences with spacious and modern
floorplans and expansive private green
spaces

PROJECT ROI

Cornerstone Living (Coopers Plain, Queensland)
RunningStream Group’s 2 years
projection of capital growth for this
development is conservatively set at 5%
per annum, which is in line with the past
performance in Sunnybank catchment.

Asia, given that it has overtaken
Chinatown to become Brisbane’s largest
Asian community. The robust economic
activity happening within Sunnybank is
expected to have economic spillover
effects for Cornerstone’s capital growth.

Turton Street was bound to achieve that
growth figure due to its accessibility to
public infrastructure and amenities, as
well as the premium commanded by a
new product. In fact, 295 Turton Street
exceeded expectations and
o u t p e r f o r m e d t h e c a t c h m e n t ’s
projected growth.

295 Turton Street
COOPERS PLAIN, QUEENSLAND

Cornerstone is a $400 million, 10-hectare
residential community that will create almost
1000 new homes over a 10-year period. This is
a project of substantial scale and significance
and is the largest suburban renewal to take
place in Queensland.

In June 2016:

Moving forward, we expect 295 Turton
Street to continue growing. As Brisbane
developers switch to apartments for the
lack of space, landed products will
appreciate further.
Cornerstone will also benefit from
Sunnybank’s wider catchment, as the
suburb is considered Brisbane’s little

Purchase Price

A$523,550

Unit Type
Size
In June 2018:

4 bed 3 bath 2 carpark
131 sqm internal

Estimate Value
Capital Growth

A$600,000
A$76,450

Annual Growth
Rental
Annual Yield

~7% p.a.
A$600 p/w
~6% p.a

Total Return

~13% p.a.

~Wei Liang Yip

RECOMMENDED PROJECTS

The Foundry

Ardan Ascot

FLORENCE

ST DIGBETH, BIRMINGHAM

ASCOT, BRISBANE

STONES CORNER, BRISBANE

140 luxury loft style comprising of one and
two bedroom residences just moments away
from Birmingham’s thriving City Centre.

20 stylish modern apartments combining
contemporary design and refined finishes that
is located conveniently 8km to the CBD.
WATERFRONT AT ROYAL ARSENAL RIVERSIDE

—

Development of 107 apartments over 8 levels,
Florence seamlessly combines exceptional
apartment living with an enviable location.

WATERFRONT AT ROYAL ARSENAL RIVERSIDE

—

A unique location within the
Royal Borough of Greenwich, with
far reaching river views over the city.

Typical lounge & dining area

(Illustrative purposes only)

Computer Generated Image of Waterfront at Royal Arsenal Riverside, indicative only

—
8

Kaizen
PRESTON, MELBOURNE

Your choice of 16 luxury park-fronting
townhomes in the vibrant new heart of
Melbourne’s north.

—
9

Waterfront III

Northwood

GREENWICH, LONDON

MCDOWALL, BRISBANE

Located on the River Thames (Greenwich),
Waterfront at Royal Arsenal Riverside is part
of a transport oriented regeneration plan.

34 townhomes bordering the green spaces of
McDowall, designed to exist in harmony with
nature and the established community.

EVENT MEMORIES

Market Research with OCBC KL- Brisbane
We were pleased to bring a team from OCBC KL on a 4 days
program around Brisbane. The team was happy to meet with
our network of partners, and they include but are not limited

to, Mosaic, market analysts Urbis, agents and valuers. They
were also brought around to key attractions to showcase the
new world city.

Mediacorp Filming - Singapore
RunningStream was happy to support Mediacorp TV
Singapore, for their Channel 8 drama “Reach for the skies’ by

sponsoring our space for their filming. Artiste Kym Ng and
Chen Tai Ming were part of the crew that were present.

UPCOMING EVENTS
DATE

EVENT

VENUE

24 JULY 2018

UK MARKET UPDATE

RS SINGAPORE OFFICE

26 JULY 2018

UK MARKET UPDATE

RS MALAYSIA OFFICE

TO SIGN UP FOR ANY OF OUR EVENTS PLEASE EMAIL YOUR DETAILS TO MARKETING@RUNNINGSTREAM.COM.

INVESTING 101

The Theory Of Property Prices
One of the most common reasons that I have heard from
clients looking to invest in overseas properties is that these
properties are so cheap compared to where they come from.
It is then no surprise that many of the most active international
investors are from some of the most expensive property
markets such as Hong Kong, China and Singapore where the
push factor of expensive housing has driven many of them to
markets where they can get more bang for their bucks. Often a
better lifestyle, friendlier policies and lower cost of entry are
pull factors that makes these markets much more attractive.
But what is expensive or cheap? Are they relative positions or
is there some way that investors can somewhat sensibly
pinpoint the prices to determine the levels that they are
playing to and therefore the kind of risks associated.

Price Growth

At RunningStream, we practice a property price theory that
helps us correlate price stages to the driving factors and
therefore the risks. Something which many investors should
and would benefit from understanding. At different price
stages, investors must recognise that they are dealing with
different price drivers that are controlled or influenced by
different parties often beyond their control. These drivers and

parties will then bring along their different risk elements that
investors should pay attention to.
For example, the Australian market (particularly Melbourne
and Sydney) was significantly participated by China-based
investors. The subsequent curb on Australian banks lending to
foreigners and China restricting capital outflow for property
purchase caused quite a stir. Despite the fact that the markets
are well supported by strong domestic demand, it
nevertheless caused significant distress to developers with
products targeting foreign investors specifically.
In Singapore, heavy dependence on borrowing advocated by
“investment gurus” was a key cause for the market softening
when policies were taken to restrict debt servicing ratio (DSR).
In addition, foreign investors were a key price driver and
political decisions to restrict foreign population resulted in a
significant rental correction that led to price deterioration.
Understand the price stages and drivers of your preferred
market will help you understand and monitor the right risk
elements to protect your investments.
~Dan Toh

Price Stages

Drivers

Details

Risks

Foreign Investor

Location push and pull
factors, price points,
yields and growth
potential, foreign buyer
friendliness

Locations with strong appeals whether as a
lifestyle, economy or price point will attract
foreign investors from places with significantly
higher property prices to participate in the
market and again push up the prices.

Government policies, foreign
buyer tax and duties, foreign
lending, immigration, , capital
inflow/outflow regulations,
foreign economies

Investors

Returns, yields, growth
potential

Once the banks lend, especially at a lower
interest rate and higher lending ratio, investors
will be interested to leverage and pick up more
properties kicking prices to yet another level.

Interest rates, rental market,
investor lending volume, taxes
and duties

Mortgage

Lending and mortgages.

When the banks start to provide mortgages,
prices will kick to another level as it facilitates
homebuyers with liquidity thus pushing up
prices.

Banks, interest rates, national
debt policies

Fundamentals

Jobs, incomes,
population growth.

At this point, it is totally about local income,
savings and jobs. Prices are all about basic
demand and supply.

Domestic economics

ABOUT RUNN ING|STREAM
RUNNING|STREAM is all about taking a very sensible,
methodological and research-based approach to building and
managing portfolio of assets in cities where we find social,
economic and political stability. We believe in providing our
clients with timely, in-depth information and advisory services
to help our clients make the most informed decisions, as well
as provide an end to end investment experience.

RS|INSIDER is our monthly publication to help our clients stay
informed about property markets around the world. It is an
effort to inform, educate and share with our clients the latest in
the market and keep them up to date about us as well. We
welcome you to pass a copy of this to anyone who is
interested. Feel free to contact us if you have any feedback.

You can contact us via email at marketing@runningstream.com or visit our offices at:
SINGAPORE OFFICE
#04-01 Robinson Square
144 Robinson Road
Singapore 068908
Phone : +65 6384 7496

MALAYSIA (KL) OFFICE
D-13-01 Menara Suez Cap 1, KL Gateway

No. 2 Jln Kerinchi, Gerbang Kerinchi Lestari
59200 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.
Phone : +603 9212 0206

